Hybrid Heat Pumps
What are the
benefits of a
hybrid heat
pump?
Hybrid heat pumps also help
manage the GRID
through "demand response":
switching from the heat pump
to the boiler, when high
electricity demand is
challenging a smooth
operation of the grid.

In doing so, they enable a
higher share of renewable
electricity, while limiting the
costs of upgrading the grid to
accommodate a high share of
variable renewable sources.

They can be tted into almost any
building, new or old, large or small. And in
any climate zone, as the heat pump can
meet the heating as well as the cooling
demand.
This makes them an interesting
technology to replace the 80 million old
boilers, currently installed.

Smart

Thanks to these features, hybrid heat pumps
allow the renewable, high-ef ciency heat of a
heat pump to be introduced in a much larger
share of the EU’s existing building stock,
reducing the CO2 emissions from the heating
sector.

Flexible

Thanks to its smart controls, the
hybrid heat pump can also adapt to
gradual improvements of the energy
performance of a building, steadily
increasing the heat pump’s share of
the heat load.

Highly-efﬁcient

Affordable

15-20%

savings on the energy bill.

The additional cost of combining two
different technologies is mitigated by
combining a condensing boiler for peak
demands with a smaller-sized, i.e. less
expensive heat pump.

What is a hybrid electrical heat pump?
A hybrid electrical heat pump is a combination of one
electrically driven heat pump and at least a second
heat generator using a different energy (a boiler using
gas, oil or pellets). Most hybrid heat pumps on the
market are combined with a condensing gas boiler.
For a hybrid heat pump to be considered a hybrid, the
manufacturer needs to sell it as one product unit,
managed by a master control. This ‘smart’ master
control enables the hybrid heat pump to optimise the
interplay between the two heat generators.
Hybrid heat pumps can deliver space heating and hot
water, with optional cooling.
The hybrid heat pump is a proud innovation of the
European heating industry and was rst brought to the
market in the early 2010s. The market for hybrid heat
pumps is growing rapidly, albeit from a very low level.
An EHI scenario predicts that the annual sales of hybrid
heat pumps can reach 150.000 pieces per year in 2020,
if the modernisation of old heating appliances is
accelerated.

Where can a hybrid heat pump be installed?
Hybrid heat pumps are a exible solution in three ways:

ATTRACTIVE ALTERNATIVE FOR
BOILER REPLACEMENT
Hybrid heat pumps can be installed in
any building, new-built or older,
regardless of its energy demand. In
particular for existing buildings, a
hybrid heat pump becomes an
attractive heating option.
Why? A simple switch from a boiler to
a heat pump– working with lower
temperatures – is often not possible.
Most existing buildings are not
equipped with an adequate lowtemperature heat transfer system.
These buildings have a higher energy
demand,
requiring
higher
ow
temperatures for the central heating
system. A heat pump alone will not be
able to meet peak demands.
In contrast, hybrid heat pumps can
switch to a condensing boiler, when
outside temperatures are very low
and the ef ciency of the heat pump is
reduced.
In doing so, they can maintain the
higher ow temperatures required.

RENEWABLE HEAT FOR
DIFFERENT CLIMATE ZONES
Hybrid heat pumps can provide
high-ef ciency and renewable heat
across the EU, as they offer a
exible solution for different
climate zones. The heat pumps of
some hybrid heat pumps can
provide both heating and cooling.
Providing cooling may not only be
relevant for Southern climates, but
also become increasingly relevant
for the super-insulated houses in
more Northern climates, especially
during summer

OPTIMAL SIZE & EASY
INSTALLATION
A hybrid heat pump can be
tted into almost any building,
regardless of its size:
Most models occupy minimal
oor space, below 0.5m2.
Wall-hung models can be tted
into a similarly-sized space as a
wall-hung boiler. They can be
installed quickly and with
minimal disruption, as very
little work is needed inside the
building.
Finally, hybrid heat pumps are
also able to integrate other
renewable
energy
technologies, such as solar
thermal for domestic hot water
needs and photovoltaics to
supply the heat pump with
electricity.

How are hybrid heat pumps efficient and renewable?
How do they reduce CO2 emissions in the heating sector?
A heat pump makes the renewable energy stored in the
soil, groundwater or the environment usable for heating
purposes. By turning low-grade, renewable heat into
usable heat for heating, heat pumps are also the most
ef cient heating appliance on the market.
Most heat pumps are positioned in the energy class A++ of
the Energy label for space heaters.
A hybrid heat pump allows such renewable, high-ef ciency
heat to be introduced in a much larger share of the EU’s
building stock, thereby signi cantly reducing e.g. gas or
oil consumption for space heating. It is hard to make
general statements, as several variables in uence by how
much fuel demand can be reduced.

The heat pump part of the hybrid heat pump will be
able to deliver almost all of the heat load of a
building, if:
• the heat pump is not sized to match maximum
nominal heat load of the building on very cold days.
The maximum heat load is normally needed for only
few days per year. In doing so, the heat pump part of
the hybrid heat pump will be able to provide all the
heating in those periods, when the heat demand is
lower and the heat pump can achieve its best, most
ef cient performance;
• the heat distribution system works at lower
temperatures (be it low-temperature radiators or
surface heating);
• source temperatures are not too low;
• the disparity between electricity and fuel prices is
limited.

A smart hybrid heat pump?
What are the benefits?
The smart control allows a hybrid heat pump to constantly
evaluate which heat generator can heat most (cost-) ef ciently,
depending on the weather conditions. If the Coef cient
of Performance of the heat pump drops due to low
temperatures, the smart control will instruct the condensing
boiler to take over part of the heating and on extra cold days all
of the heating. The image below illustrates how the hybrid heat
pump functions as a hybrid during a whole heating season, in
this case in Verona, Italy (Source: Riello – 2016 data from
hybrid heat pump installed in Verona).

An increased market share for smart hybrid heat pumps
also offers an opportunity for the heating sector to do its
part to help balance the grid. Such load shifting can happen
as ‘load shedding’ when switching from the heat pump to
the fuel boiler, at times when electricity demand is high and
the grid is stressed. Or load shifting can happen as ‘peak
absorption’ by switching from the boiler to the heat pump,
when renewable electricity is abundant and power prices
are down. Another possibility is using cheap renewable
electricity to produce hot water as a form of energy storage.

Why are hybrid heat pumps a great choice for consumers?
Hybrid heat pumps offer consumers the chance for a rst
experience with renewable heating.
While a public consciousness regarding energy ef ciency and
environment concerns are growing, research has also shown
that consumers are still reluctant to give up on their old and
inef cient – but often reliable – boiler: to switch to an unknown
technology, like a heat pump, is often a challenge. A hybrid heat
pump can help to overcome this hurdle.
And the bene t of switching to a hybrid heat pump can have
bene cial effects for consumers, starting from energy saving
and therefore resulting in a reduction of monthly energy bills.

Initial eld tests show that the running costs of properly sized and
ef cient hybrid systems will reduce their energy and electricity
bills by up to 15-20%. These energy savings could be even higher,
if the difference between electricity and fuel prices is limited and
if the heat pump can run ef ciently.
The upfront cost of a hybrid system can be lower than the cost of
two single heaters combined, as the required heat output of the
heat pump will be lower than for a stand-alone heat pump, with
the condensing boiler providing the back-up when needed. In
many EU countries, there are nancial incentives available for
hybrid heat pumps, which further help their economics.

